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Answers to previous question.
B. Fill in the blanks with correct options.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The king wanted his people to be healthy.
The wrestling matches were watched by the king and the common people.
When the match ended, the spectators were happy that the old man won.
Junaid was God fearing and kind.
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Lesson- 3 (Junaid Baghdadi, the Wrestler)
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Comparison of Fractions with unlike Numerator and unlike Denominator
Step 1 Find the LCM of denominator of given unlike fractions
Step 2 Convert the unlike fractions into equivalent like fractions with the LCM as
Common denominator
Step 3 compare the like fractions so obtained
If one or more of the given fractions is/are mixed fractions convert them
into improper fractions before the following the above steps.
For example Compare 5/6 and 4/9
Solution

The given fractions are unlike fractions
LCM of 6 and 9=18
5/6=5×3/6×3=15/18
4/9=4×2/9×2=8/18

Clearly
Hence

15/18>8/18
5/6>4/9

Arrange the following fractions in ascending order
5/8, 3/4, 7/12, 2/3
We shall change them into equivalent fractions with a common denominator
This common denominator is the LCM of 8,4,12,3 = 24
Changing each of the given fractions into an equivalent fraction with denominator
24, we get
5/8=5×3/8×3=15/24
7/12=7×2/12/×2,

3/4=3×6/4×6=18/24
2/3=2×8/3×8=16/24

Clearly, 14/24<15/24<16/24<18/24

So,

7/12<5/8, <2/3, <3/4

Hence, the given fractions in ascending order are 7/12, 5/8, 2/3, 3/4
Q. 1 Fill in the placeholder with the symbol>, < or= to make the statement true in
the note book.
( a) 5/8-------7/4
Q. 2

(b)

4/6-------6/9

(c)

7/4-------13/3

Arrange the following fractions in an ascending order

(a)

1/3, 3/10, 5/6, 2/5

(b)

Q. 3

Arrange the following fractions in a descending order.

(a)

3/4, 7/8, 7/12, 17/24

(b)

4/5, 7/10, 8/15, 1/2

3/8, 1/2, 5/6, 2/3

Class-4th Subject-Science

Exercises Test (Solved)
Chapter-4 (Adaptation in Animals)
Time: 20Min

M.M.: 20

A. Choose the correct answer.

1x3=3

1. The ability of an organism to adjust with the surrounding is called
a) Accommodation

(b) adaptation (c) adoptation (d) adeptation

2. Animals like crab, tortoise and snail prevent themselves from their predators
by
a) Spines on the body (b) moving fast (c) shells on the body (d) camouflage
b) Animal that does not belong to the polar region is
a) Seal

(b) penguin

(c) snail

(d) polar bear

B. Give two examples of each of the following.

2x3=6

1. Carnivores

........Tiger..................., .........Lion.................

2. Amphibians

........Frog..................., ..........Tortoise.................

3. Aerial animals ..........Crow................, ..........Parrot.................

C. Write T for true and F for false in the given statements. 1x3=3
1. The fat deposition under the skin protects animals from cold climate.

T

2. The place where an animal lives is called its adaptation.

F

3. Terrestrial animals have limbs to move.

T

D. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words.
(hibernation, fins, thick skin, spines)

1x3=3

1. Fish have fins to swim with.
2. Porcupine has spines to protect itself.
3. Hibernation is a long winter sleep in animals.
E. Write one word for the following.

1x2=2

1. Animals that can live both on land and in water.

Amphibians

2. Animals that live in water.

Aquatic Animals

F. Match the following column A with column B.

1x3=3

Column A
a) Terrestrial

Column B
(a) monkey, trees frogs, Birds

b) Arboreal

(b) muskox, seal, walrus

c) Polar

(c) lion, elephant, rabbit, ants

Solve model test paper-1. Watch video for explanation.
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Q. 1 What is the capital of Assam?
Ans. Dispur
Q. 2 Who had written our National song?
Ans. Bankim Chandra Chatterjee
Q. 3 What is the full form of P.W.D.?
Ans. Public Works Department
Q.4 What is the folk dance of Rajasthan?
Ans. Ghoomar
Q.5 Which is the seventh planet from the Sun?
Ans. Uranus
Q. 6 Who gave the slogan Jai Hind?
Ans. Subhash Chandra Bose
#Learn and write in notebook.

